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ktrah hbc ,cvt – LOVE FOR FELLOW JEWS

While the young ubhcr van was growing up in the palace of vgrp, ktrah hbc were suffering. 
Forced to toil as slaves, they were treated badly and punished frequently.

The vru, tells us, “van grew up and went out to his brothers.” He “saw how his brothers were 
suffering,” and how cruelly they were being treated.

According to h’’ar, the passage “van saw how his brothers were suffering” can be explained as, 
“He put himself out with his eyes and heart and was concerned about them.” Thus, caring is an 
essential quality of a true leader and a character trait that we can emulate.

van lived in a palace! He could have concerned himself solely with the latest toys and games and 
the riches that every prince had. Instead, he went out to his brothers. He saw their suffering and 
cared about them, displaying the highest level of vcvt.

How can you really reach a high level of vcvt – caring about others? Put yourself in their place 
and try, to the best of your ability, to imagine how they feel.

1. When we see someone in school that is being made fun of, we should try to imagine ourselves
in his or her situation. Surely then we will understand a little bit more of how they are feeling. You
can then reach out as a friend and show true vcvt.

2. When we see classmates choosing teams and you know whom they will leave for the last, stop
and think about how your classmate feels. Select him/her for your team: Give them a boost of
vcvt and you might be in for a surprise!

3. Maybe there is a classmate that rarely gets invited for Shabbos. Give it a try! Invite him or her
over; everyone needs to feel vcvt.

Now you are already so much more sensitive because you are working on imagining how others 
feel!

The Rosh Yeshiva knocked on a rich man’s door. It was bitterly cold outside and the rich man 
hurried to open the door and welcome the Rebbe inside.

“No, thank you,” said the Rosh Yeshiva. “Let me quickly tell you why I am here without taking too 
much of your time.”

The rich man was not dressed for the cold weather outside, but he did not want to be rude to the 
Rosh Yeshiva. He stood in the doorway of his home, listening.

The Rosh Yeshiva began by telling the rich man about the students in the yeshiva. He described the 
high level of learning, the vsn,v, the diligence in learning vru,. He went on to talk about how 
difficult it had become for the boys because the yeshiva lacked the funds to provide heat for the 
building.

By this point the rich man, who thought the discussion was going to take only a minute, was 
shivering and practically jumping up and down to keep warm! “Please Rebbe,” he begged, “Let us 
continue our talk inside, where it is warm. I am freezing and can hardly think in this cold. I’ll give 
you the whole amount if you will please just come inside.”

The Rosh Yeshiva finally agreed. Sitting by the fireplace in the majestic living room with its thick 
carpeting and plush furniture all around him, the Rebbe turned to the rich man.

“I wanted to talk to you in the cold so you could feel the pain of my ohshnk,. Only then would 
you give from your heart. Sitting here in this warm, cozy living room, you could not have felt their 
cold. You might not have been so generous.”

The Rosh Yeshiva understood that the best way to have true ktrah ,cvt and feel for others is 
to try and put oneself in another’s place. As we see in this varp, when we can feel the plight of 
others, we respond with true vcvt.

,una ,arp
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trtu ,arp

cuyv ,rfv – SHOWING GRATITUDE

The Egyptians treated the Jewish people badly. They wanted them to remain as slaves and would 
not let them leave ohrmn. 

‘v decided to punish the Egyptians by sending ten plagues. The first would turn the Nile River into 
blood. The second would cause frogs to come out of the Nile River and completely cover the land. 

While ubhcr van was chosen as the thcb who would advise vgrp to change his mind, ‘v did not 
command him to place his staff over the Nile River and thus bring the plagues down on the ohrmn. 
That job was left to irvt – his brother.

Why didn’t ‘v have van perform this task? h’’ar explains that the Nile River saved van when he 
was a little baby. (vgrp had decreed that all Jewish boys were to be drowned in the river.) It would 
show a lack of appreciation and gratitude (cuyv ,rfv) if van caused damage to the river that 
saved him. 

You might argue that the Nile is not a person. It doesn’t have feelings and therefore can’t feel a lack 
of gratitude. Why was van concerned with the river? Why couldn’t he initiate the plagues?

We learn here that cuyv ,rfv involves two people, the giver and the recipient. In this case, the 
Nile River is the recipient. Since it is not a person, it does not need to receive van’s gratitude, but 
van is still obligated to show his appreciation. Showing appreciation is so important that it must 
be done even when there is no one to receive the gratitude.

We learn from  k’’zj, “Don’t throw stones in a pit (well) that provides water to drink.” Our Sages 
wanted us to appreciate everything that provides a benefit, even if it is not a person. 

There are many people who do things that benefit us. Our parents brought us into this world and 
take care of us. Our teachers teach us the things we need to know. Our grandparents give us their 
time and wisdom. These people care for us and teach us knowledge and ,usn. They receive ,jb 
from our growth. 

We need to be careful to always show gratitude and thanks. Sometimes it is the people who love 
us the most and with whom we spend the most time that we forget to thank. 

Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz, the Rosh Yeshiva of Mirrer Yeshiva from 1902-1978, was famous for the 
vsn of always showing cuyv ,rfv.

Rav Chaim would always try to attend the ,ujna of his students, whether it was a bris, bar 
mitzvah or wedding. He even went to the ,ujna of people who only attended his weekly shiur. 

Whenever he was asked why he felt obligated to attend (and he would usually be among the first 
guests to arrive), he would answer, “I owe it to them. I have such cuyv ,rfv.”

We can understand a student who feels such gratitude towards his Rebbe or teacher. Here the 
Rebbe appreciated every student, even those he saw only once a week.

This is a good example of the essence of cuyv ,rfv.  Both parties, the person who gives and the 
person who receives, feel and show gratitude towards one another.
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tc ,arp

APPRECIATING THE LITTLE THINGS

When ohrmn ,thmh  began, van told ktrah hbc  that this would be set as a special time and 
remembered forever. He said (,una 13:2), “Remember this day as the time that you left ohrmn, 
the place of slavery, when ‘v brought you out of here with a strong hand.  Do not eat .nj. You 
left this day, in the springtime.”

We can understand why ubhcr van told us that we should remember the day. We can also 
understand why we cannot eat .nj. (We don’t eat .nj (bread and flour products) as a 
remembrance that we left ohrmn in such a hurry that our bread did not have a chance to rise.) 

Why does van say, “You left this day, in the springtime.” Everyone knew that it was spring. Why 
does van mention the season?

h’’ar explains that van taught ktrah hbc an important lesson. By emphasizing the season, he was 
really saying, “Look at how lucky you are! Not only did ‘v take you out of ohrmn, but He took you 
out at the best possible time. We didn’t leave in the summer, when it would have been too hot, or 
in the winter, when it would have been too cold, or in the rainy season, when everyone would have 
been wet. ‘v took us out of ohrmn at the best possible time to make a long journey, and we need 
to recognize and appreciate this part of ‘v’s plan.

ubhcr van teaches us to appreciate both the great and little things in our life. When ‘v works 
things out for us, He always does it in a way that is most beneficial to us.

Some people are blessed with intelligence, some with beauty, some with money, and others, v’’c, 
with everything. Regardless of all the gifts and talent that ‘v has given us, sometimes it is the little 
things that have the most meaning. The following story illustrates this point.

Shlomo and Dovid were both bright eighth graders. Both wanted to attend a prestigious yeshiva 
known for its high standards and selectivity in accepting new students. Both boys were extremely 
bright and motivated and both were sure all would go as planned. In truth, both boys met all the 
criteria for admission, but since space was limited, the Rosh Yeshiva could only accept one. The 
two boys went for a test, an oral examination given by the Rosh Yeshiva. Both did extremely well. 

Sometime later, when the principal of the elementary school received the acceptance letter for 
Shlomo, he called the Rosh Yeshiva. He was curious as to how the Rosh Yeshiva made his decision. 
The Rosh Yeshiva answered that both boys were very bright and had performed extremely 
well, but that Shlomo stopped to kiss the vzuzn upon entering the room. The Rosh Yeshiva was 
impressed with the boy’s sensitivity to this vumn, the reminder of ‘v’s presence. It was not the big 
test that won him a place in the Yeshiva, but the less noticeable deed that set him apart from his 
friend.
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jkac ,arp

ACTING DECISIVELY

When the ktrah hbc left ohrmn, they did not use the road called oh,akp .rt lrs (the Philistine 
Highway), even though this convenient coastline route was the path most people took. Instead, ‘v 
led ktrah hbc on a longer, much more difficult route. 

‘v understood that this generation of ktrah hbc had been slaves their entire lives. He also knew 
that fear can make people change their decisions. Had ktrah hbc traveled the easier road, they 
might have changed their minds about leaving ohrmn at the first signs of fear. By sending them on 
the longer road, he assured that no one would think about turning back.

ktrah hbc had performed a great vumn when they prayed to ‘v to take them out of ohrmn. By 
selecting the longer route, ‘v was able to make sure they stayed on the path of ,umn by making it 
impossible for them to change their minds and return to ohrmn.

In this varp, ‘v is teaching us to act decisively whenever we do ,umn so that we do not change 
our minds.

Sometimes even when we act decisively, we must take steps to ensure that that we don’t turn back 
to our bad actions or decisions. For example, if someone is trying to eat only healthy foods, he 
can remove all the candy from his house. He will not be tempted to nibble on the unhealthy food, 
because he knows there is none to be found in his home. His decisiveness has helped him stick to 
the right decision.

The trnd teaches us ,uepxv ,r,vf vjna iht, true vjna - happiness and relief come only 
when we settle our doubts, when we make a decision and resolve to stick with it.

A man who was previously convicted of a minor crime once came to a Rav for help with making 
a decision.  The man’s wife had previously come to see the Rav to seek his advice concerning 
personal matters. The Rav called to his ana and asked him to send the man away.

The ana was quite surprised by this request and asked why the man had to be removed from the 
room. The Rav answered, “As a Rav, I must decide halachic matters and cannot be swayed by what 
was said in confidence about him by another individual. I can no longer decide with total ,nt. 
Perhaps he should visit another Rav.”

As hard as it was to turn away someone in need, the Rav understood that when one must make a 
decision, it is important to act resolutely in order to fulfill ‘v’s commandments.
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ur,h ,arp

apbv ,jubn – PEACE OF MIND

When ktrah hbc receives the ,urcsv ,rag, they are told, “uasek ,cav ouh ,t rufz”  
(,una: 20:8). The vru, then continues, “six days you shall work and you shall do all your labor. 
The seventh day shall be a day of rest.”

We know that there is hardly ever a time when all of our work is finished.  If we are a farmer, 
there is work that must be done. There are weeds to pull, land to plow, products to harvest (pick) 
and then sell. If we are in school, we know there is always anuj to review and many more subjects 
and upcoming tests. How then can ‘v tell us that in six days we should do all our work? Why didn’t 
the Torah say that for six days we should do our work without the word “all” being used in the 
rucs (commandment)?

The t,khfn, the oldest aurhp (commentary) on ,una rpx  gives us an interesting answer. It tells 
us that in order to completely appreciate ,ca, we have to feel as if absolutely all our work is done.

When all work is totally finished, we can have true peace of mind (apbv ,jubn). We can then put 
aside all thoughts of work, jobs, financial concerns, errands and the other distractions of the world. 
apbv ,jubn is a vsn that we can work on in order to truly fulfill the fourth commandment and 
appreciate the beautiful gift of ,ca.

Peace of mind is an important tool for getting along in life. We can never enjoy or appreciate what 
we have if we are always worried about something.

‘v gave us the gift of ,ca, but only those who have peace of mind can enjoy it. Our worries and 
concerns will not go away, but the “off time” during ,ca may put us in a better frame of mind to 
deal with them.

A man and his wife were preparing for their daughter’s wedding when they learned of the sudden 
illness of a close relative. The wife was so distressed about the uncertainty of the condition that 
she could not completely enjoy the wedding. Throughout the vjna, she looked upset and even 
spoke in an unfriendly manner to several people.

Her son-in-law’s parents thought that the woman was angry with them. They began to feel that 
perhaps the girl’s mother thought her daughter was too good for their son. They left the wedding 
angry and didn’t talk to the vkf’s parents for several years.

The friction between the families was a direct result of the vkf’s mother’s frame of mind during 
the wedding. Had she been able to be honest about her worries and to try and put her feelings 
aside for the evening, she would have been able to truly enjoy the wedding. Not only did she miss 
a very special occasion, her worries about a situation that was out of her control for the evening 
caused a needless falling-out with the i,j’s family.
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ohypan ,arp

ohypan ,arp teaches us the many laws (ohbhs) of how people should treat one another. These 
laws of urhcjk ost ihc discuss the laws of honesty and tell us how one is judged and punished for 
different crimes. The vru, teaches us laws regarding other people’s property or money, the laws 
regarding missing objects, the laws of being a witness, and the laws pertaining to borrowing money. 
We learn about the ohrufhc, bringing the first fruits to the asenv ,hc, in this varp as well. We 
also learn the laws about coming to the asenv ,hc three times each year - jxp, ,uguca, ,ufux. 
At the end of the varp, when ktrah hbc accept the vru, with a resounding gnabu vagb, van 
goes up hbhx rv into the clouds to receive the ,ujuk. He is there for 40 days and nights.

PARSHA FACTS:

This varp discusses many ,uumn and laws. Some are listed here:

1. Laws regarding a rd.

2. Laws regarding lending money to people in need.

3. Laws about helping unload another’s animal.

4. Laws about vyhna.

5. Laws about caring for one’s workers.

6. Laws about repayment for damages.

7. Laws for ihs ,hc and punishments they must carry out.

8. Laws about courts.

9. Laws about ,uraf - ckju rac.

10. Laws about observance of the ohkdr aka (jxp, ,uguca, ,ufux).

11. Laws about bringing ohrufhc to the asenv ,hc.

12. Laws forbidding the making of treaties with the 7 ohng in igbf.

Our vru, is made up of two types of ,uumn, those that are ouenk ost ihc - between man and ‘v 
and those that are urhcjk ost ihc - between man and man. 

jya ic iugna ‘r once bought a donkey from an Arab. A short time later, one of his ohshnk, 
found a small package in a pocket of the donkey’s saddle. When he unwrapped it, he was surprised 
to find a beautiful diamond. The shnk, was so excited. The stone looked like it could be worth a 
lot of money.  If his Rebbe sold it, he would never want for anything. And just imagine how many 
,uumn he could perform with this fortune! 

His Rebbe’s reaction to the news was not at all what the shnk, expected.  

jya ic iugna ‘r shook his head, saying that honesty was more important than any vumn he could 
perform with the money. He went off to find the Arab to return the stone to him. The Arab was 
astounded that anyone would be so honest.  A true ‘v aushe was created. It is possible the Arab 
would never have missed the diamond or known where it was, but iugna ‘r knew that he had not 
earned it.  His ‘v ,trh and desire to follow ‘v‘s laws overrode any personal desire he may have 
had.
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vnur, ,arp

‘v commanded ubhcr van to build a ifan, a special place to house ‘v‘s holy ase iurt. As  
ktrah hbc traveled through the desert they would have a temporary asenv ,hc – a special place 
to daven and feel ‘v‘s presence. Though ‘v is everywhere, human beings feel more comfortable 
when they can daven in a special place or building (like a shul). 

ktkmc was chosen to build the actual ifan. All of  ktrah hbc helped him by supplying gifts like 
metals, fabrics, wool, oil, spices and precious stones. 

Within the varp, there is a description of all the different rooms and furnishings of the ifan. 
We learn about the rmj (courtyard), the ase and the ohase ase. We learn that there was a 
jczn (altar) on the inside of the ase as well as one on the outside, and the ijka and vrubn are 
described in detail. 

The ohase ase was the special room that housed the iurt and could be only entered by the  
kusd ivf, only on rupf ouh. In this iurt were the two ,ujuk that van had brought down from 
hbhx rv. The instructions to construct all the utensils and the measurements used to build the 
ifan are discussed in full detail in this varp.

PARSHA FACTS:

The rmj(the outer court) contained – jczn, ruhf.

The ase contained – vrubn ,ijka, ,ryev jczn

The ohasev ase contained – iurt (which held the ,ujuk)

ktrah hbc were asked to make two separate contributions towards the building of the ifan. 

The amount of the first contribution was the same for everyone, rich or poor. The amount of the 
second contribution was left to the individual; each person gave what he could afford. This was 
meant to teach a lesson for the future. By donating a set amount, a person acknowledges that 
everything he has is from ‘v, and though he may be poor, there are others who are more needy. 
The second donation teaches us that though everyone must give vesm, the wealthy are expected 
to give more to help the poor. By doing so, they show cuyv ,rfv to ‘v for their blessings and 
riches.

The vru, not only teaches us to give vesm, it teaches us how to give.  
Did you know that the best way to give vesm is to…

1. Give a poor person a job so he can support himself and not need vesm.

2.  Give in such a way that the giver doesn’t know who received it and the recipient doesn’t know 
who it came from. This makes it less embarrassing.

3. Give before the needy person has to ask for vesm.

4.  Give with a friendly smile and a pleasant attitude. The lowest level of giving vesm is to give it 
grudgingly.

Rav Landau, the Rav of Prague, was once approached by two important men who were  
collecting money to free Jewish people from jail.  Knowing that the vumn of redeeming captives  
“ohhuca iuhsp” is an important one, Rabbi Landau asked how much money was needed.  The reply 
was 300 gold coins.  Rabbi Landau immediately went to his office and, to the surprise of the men, 
returned with 290 coins.  He explained that  k”zj teach us not only to give vesm, but to share the 
opportunity with others. “I have given you almost the entire amount,” said Rabbi Landau.  “Let us 
collect the last ten coins from other Jews so they too can be part of this incredible vumn.”
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vum, ,arp

This varp tells us how irvt and his sons -  rn,ht, rzgkt ,uvhct, csb- were chosen to be ohbvf 
to serve ’v in the ifan. They were told about the special clothing that had to be sewn both for 
the ivf and kusd ivf and about the important jobs they would have. van anointed irvt, his 
brother, with oil. The responsibilities of the ohbvf were many, among them the bringing of ,ubcre 
each day. The most special icre, brought both in the morning and afternoon of each day, was the 
,rye. This icre was not brought as vcua, for ,urcg like other ,ubcre, but purely to bring joy 
and happiness.

PARSHA FACTS:

Every ivf who served in the asenv ,hc wore four garments. They were called yuhsv ivf hsdc. 

All four garments were made of white linen. 

1. ,bu,f - shirt   2. ohxbfn - knickers   3. ybct - belt   4. ,gcdn - hat (turban)

The kusd ivf wore all these garments plus an additional four golden garments. 

They were called the cvz hsdc.

1. khgn - coat    2. supt - apron    3. iaj - chest plate   4. .hm - head plate (headband)

Why is it that ubhcr van’s name, which up until this varp was found in many oheuxp is not found 
anywhere in vum,? The ohruyv kgc gives us an answer that teaches us an important lesson. 
When the Jews worshiped the cvzv kdg, the Golden Calf, ’v became angry and wanted to destroy 
the entire nation. van davened to ’v and begged Him to forgive ktrah hbc. He said that if ’v was 
so angry with His favorite nation, van did not want his name to be written anywhere in the whole 
vru,. ’v, of course, did forgive ktrah hbc, but prayers are special. ’v listens to them all carefully. 
Just as He answered van’s prayer to spare ktrah hbc, He also answered the other prayer to a 
small degree. van’s name was not omitted from the whole vru,, but it was left out of this one 
varp.

A powerful vkhp, sends our words soaring up to the heavens. Although they seem invisible they are real!  
Whenever we pray, something very special is happening. Our prayers are heading straight up to the King 
of Kings! Imagine there was a special time and place one could go to speak to the President of the United 
States. Wouldn’t that be a wonderful thing? With ’v, we are given that chance every day! Unlike kings and 
presidents, ’v listens closely to each and every one of our requests and He finds a way to answer each 
and every vkhp,. Even if we don’t see it answered in a way we expect, it is always answered. Let us never 
forget that ’v watches over us, cares for us, and listens to every single vkhp,.

Many years ago, there was a terrible drought in ktrah .rt. The leaders of that generation came 
to  kdgnv hbuj, a great ehsm, and begged him to pray for rain. hbuj took a stick and drew a circle 
on the ground. He then stood inside the circle and, turning towards ohna, cried out to ‘v. “Your 
children, ktrah hbc are suffering from this drought and have turned to me for help. I am like a 
,hc ic to You, ‘v, for I hold your vru, and ,uumn very dear. I am making a vguca - a promise, in 
Your great name, that I will not move from this circle until You take pity on Your hungry children.” 
As soon as he finished his prayer, it began to drizzle, small drops of rain falling from the sky. His 
ohshnk, said to him, “Rebbe, ‘v has given enough to release your from your promise. But this is 
not enough rain to make our plants grow.” kdgnv hbuj turned to heaven once again saying,  
“‘v, this is not the type of rain I asked for.” Heavy clouds formed in the sky and gushed forth 
torrents of rain. The ohshnk, ran to their Rebbe and begged him to pray once more. hbuj said,  
“‘v, ktrah hbc’s crops will be destroyed by such heavy rain. I plead to you to send vfrc hnad, 
rain of blessing. With this the rains stopped and the winds blew away the clouds, letting the sun 
shine forth. “ohhen ‘vu rzud ehsm” - “A ehsm decrees and ‘v fulfills”.
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ta, hf ,arp
Each male over the age of twenty was asked to give half a kea. These coins were used to count 
ktrah hbc. Later this silver was used for the sockets forming the ifan’s structure. ktkmc and 
cthkvt were assigned the major job of building the ifan. In this varp we learn ubhcr van had 
been up on hbhx rv for forty days and forty nights. The cr crg feared van had died and would 
not be returning. They spread their fear among the people. Out of confusion, they begged irvt to 
create an image as a leader for them. irvt trying to gain some time, had all the gold collected and 
thrown into a fire. A Golden Calf was fashioned, and the Jews began to sing, dance and worship 
this image. When van came down from hbhx rv on zun, z”h, he threw down the holy ,ujuk at the 
sight of this terrible vrhcg. He destroyed the Golden Calf, punished those that worshiped it and 
begged ’v for vkhjn. van went back up on hbhx rv for another forty days and nights to receive 
the second set of ,ujuk. He returned on ruphf ouh. van had not needed to drink or eat during 
those forty days and nights and when he returned, his face shone with a radiant glow. Thereafter, 
he kept his face covered at all times, except when he was speaking to ‘v or ktrah hbc.

PARSHA FACTS:

1. The collection of the keav ,hmjn to count ktrah hbc marked the third time they had been
counted. The first time was when cegh s̓ family traveled from igbf to ohrmn; they numbered
seventy people. The second time was when ktrah hbc left ohrmn; they were 600,000 strong. The 
third counting took place now, in the rcsn.

2. ’v teaches van His 13 ,usn (qualities) of ,ubnjr (mercy) to use when davening to Him at
times that ktrah hbc need His ohnjr.
1- ’v    2- ’v    3- k-e    4- oujr    5- iubju    6- ohpt lrt    7- sxj cru    8- ,ntu
9- ohpktk sxj rmub    10- iug taub    11- gapu    12- vtyju    13- vebu

k”zj explain that during the counting of ktrah hbc, each person brought his own coin specifically 
to teach us that each person counts. k”zj also tell us that each man gave only half a kea and 
not a whole, because the combining of every two keav ,hmjn to make a whole teaches us the 
importance of ,usjt.  
ktrah kkf is unique in the way we all help one another. We have so many j”nd funds and  
ohkuj ruehc groups. We never think just of ourselves; we care about others. No individual is 
complete when alone. People need each other, and ’v loves ,usjt - togetherness and friendship.

Throughout your school day, you probably help many friends in many ways. Sometimes you do little things like 
picking up a friend’s notebook that fell to the floor or lending someone a pencil. Or you might hold the door 
for a friend or help someone carry a heavy schoolbag. At other times you do things that take more time and 
effort, like helping someone figure out a hard math problem or helping a friend find a lost possession. When 
we help one another, we are brought closer together - ,usjt - and we can accomplish so much.

When a ihbn of men join to daven, the individual vkhp, is joined together and the one vkhp, that results 
is a stronger and more powerful one when it reaches ohna. When a person davens separately, ’v might 
closely examine who he is and whether his davening was really sincere. When the ,ukhp, come together 
as one, ’v takes the entire group into consideration. ’v’s love of ,usjt makes Him consider our ,ukhp, 
in a more favorable way.

There was once a king who wished to present a gift to one of two towns under his rule, but he couldn’t 
decide which one. When the two towns under consideration heard of the king’s dilemma, they each 
began to come up with ways to win his favor. The first town decided that each day a different citizen 
would send a present to the king. While the king was pleased with the steady stream of gifts, because he 
had the time to examine each one, he found fault with many of them. The second town collected gifts 
from everyone and sent the king one enormous bundle. Since he did not examine each gift separately, 
the king was far more impressed with this town’s offering, and it received his special present.

When our ,ukhp, reach ohna one at a time, ’v carefully examines them for the proper vbuf. 
When they come up with a ihbn, they have rucmv jf - the power of a group - behind them. 
Individual lapses are outweighed by the overall intent of the ihbn.
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